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Stewart and Harper fail on jobs 
application 

Shadow Minister for Northern Queensland, Dale Last, says comments in parliament by the Premier prove 
Townsville-based MP’s are letting their electorates and North Queensland down. 

In State Parliament this week the Premier claimed jobs were being created throughout the State but data 
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics today saw the unemployment rate rise and, according to Mr Last, the 
rate in the North remains shockingly high. 

“The government can claim they are creating jobs all they like; the facts are that in Queensland 
unemployment is out of control and that it’s even worse in regional Queensland,” he said. 

“The unemployment rate in Brisbane is bad enough and the gap between rates in Brisbane and North 
Queensland doesn’t look like closing anytime soon.” 

Unemployment in Townsville peaked in February 2017 but the Member for Burdekin said the credit for the 
reduction belonged to the Federal government, not the state. 

“The change in the unemployment rate is due to the Federal Government funding projects for North 
Queensland and everyone knows that,” Mr Last said. 

“The Member for Thuringowa says there are massive infrastructure projects but the truth is that the 
Stadium, stage 2 of the Water for Townsville project and Hells Gates would not be happening if it wasn’t for 
money from Canberra.” 

“Aaron Harper can massage the figures all he likes but in North Queensland the unemployment rate is higher 
now than it ever was under the LNP government.” 

“The truth is this government is failing North Queensland when it comes to jobs.” 

“Mr Harper claims credit for 20 additional police at the RAP hub but what happened to the 53 Police officers 
the premier promised?” 

Mr Last said that the time for talking was over and it was now time to start delivering the jobs that were 
promised at the last election.  

A recent report, Anticipating Future Skills, highlighted the disparity in job creation between the regional 
areas and southern parts of the State. 



It’s estimated that almost 75% of growth in employment will occur in the South East corner and Mr Last said 
nothing was being done to address the inequity. 

“The State government needs to support the Resources Industry and Primary Production to create jobs in 
North Queensland.” 

“We can be environmentally responsible and still create jobs but this government just doesn’t get it.” 

“The resources sector has the potential to employ thousands but this government keeps making it harder 
and harder for resources projects to get started.” 

“The national unemployment rate is stuck at a 6 year low but while the rest of the country moves ahead, 
Queensland and particularly regional Queensland is going backwards under this government.” 

“Aaron Harper & Scott Stewart have had 3 years to make progress but they either aren’t up to the job or 
they are being let down by their masters in Brisbane.” 

“Either way it’s not good enough and there’s not even a plan for the future that doesn’t rely on the Federal 
Government bailing the Labor State Government out again!”  
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